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EVALUATION OF CATHODE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN A

CYLINDRICAL MPD THRUSTER

Winter, M.W., Auweter-Kurtz, M., Kurtz, H.L., Sleziona, P.C.*

Abstract

Magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters in the 100 kW up to the 1 MW power range have been
investigated at the Institut fir Raumfahrtsysteme (IRS) of the University of Stuttgart for more than 15
years. A broad spectrum of high power plasma accelerators was examined, mostly operated in the
steady state mode. The experimental work is accompanied by the development of numerical codes,
allowing a theoretical calculation of the MPD thrusters and a comparison with experimental data. To
verify the results of the computations a broad spectrum of experiments has been carried out. To get

more information about the magnetic thrust an MPD-thruster with a cylindrical anode geometry was
designed (ZT-series). However, overheating of the cylindrical cathode occurred due to ohmic heating,

so the cathode was redesigned with a conical shape. The surface temperature of the hot cathode is an

important parameter influencing the boundary layer of the plasma flow and therefore the flow itself in a
remarkable way. In former investigations this temperature could only be determined at single points of

the surface using fiber optics and a pyrometer. Now the conical shape of the cathode provides
continuous information about the axial temperature distribution by observing the cathode from a point
downstream on the thruster axis. Parallel to the experimental investigation of the temperature
distribution a numerical code was developed to calculate the temperature of the cathode surface using a
heat balance equation. This code was iteratively coupled with the numerical code for the calculation of
the plasma flow yielding a temperature distribution corresponding to the calculated plasma parameters.

Nomenclature

AR  Richardson factor v velocity
B magnetic induction W work function or: energy
e elementary charge X kinetical energy factor
F particle flux x axial cathode coordinate
G spatial derivatives

H source vector a heat transfer coefficient
I current P plasma parameter
j current density E emission coefficient
k Boltzmann constant E ionisation energy of the first ionisation
p pressure level
Pel electrical power

S t curvilinear coordinate
Q total heat flux

heat flux thermal conductivity
q heat flux

h a flu . 0 viscosity coefficient
R dissipative derivatives
S dissipative derivatives Pc specific resistivity

SFi,c flux of charged particles leaving the a Stefan Boltzmann constant
cathode tc electron collision time

t time oe electron cyclotron frequency
T temperature t stream function

voltage curvilinear coordinate

I Institut flir Raumfahrtsysteme, Univcrsitat Stuttgart, Pfaffenwaldring 31, D-70550 Stuttgart, Germany
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Subscripts:

B Bohm- rI differencation wrt. r
b Beam-, Richardson- 0 azimuthal
e electrons

v particlesI ions
c cathode 5 differencation wrt.

1 heat conduction
n neutrals
OH ohmic heating

Introduction

In comparison to other propulsion systems, the plasma propulsion systems have significant
advantages. For example their specific impulse rates are higher than those of chemical thrusters, the
design features are less complex and the thrust to area ratios are higher than those of ion thrusters.
When one looks ahead to a possible interplanetary mission and the advent of on-board nuclear power
plants of several 100 kW, the importance of MPD thrusters becomes apparent. Also the use of MPD
thrusters as a high power plasma source is realized in several research establishments, for example in
the plasma wind tunnels of the IRS.

A broad spectrum of steady state MPD thrusters has been developed and investigated experimentally as
well as theoretically under various operating parameters. The thrusters of the DT-series have a nozzle
type anode and are hybrids between pure MPD thrusters and arcjets while the thrusters of the ZT-series
are designed to investigate mainly the magnetic thrust and they have a cylindrical anode. Argon ( Ar),
hydrogen ( H2 ) and nitrogen ( N2 ) have been used as propellants [1, 2].

The first cylindrical thrusters built at the IRS had both a cylindrical anode and cathode. Due to ohmic
heating the temperature at the cathode rod exceeded critical values, resulting in a melting process, so a
conical cathode was designed, which had an enlarged diameter at the critical region with the diameter
of the cathode tip remaining unchanged. Figure 1 shows a scheme of this ZT3-thruster, the
performance characteristics are described in detail in [1].

-- - insulation
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- segments
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Figure 1: The cylindrical MPD thruster ZT3



Measurement of cathode temperature distributions

For further investigations the cathode temperature is a very interesting parameter for obtaining more
information about the arc attachment and the current distribution inside the thruster. Depending on the
cathode shape and the cathode position
relative to the anode segments, the
temperature distribution varies over the f
cathode surface. One segment of the ZT3
thruster is equipped with fiber optics
connected with a pyrometer, which radius r

allows the cathode temperature to be arial position

measured at the axial position corres-
ponding to the segment position [2]. Figure 2 Corresponding axial position for a measured
Although the similar construction of the circle
different segments makes it possible to change the position of the segment containing the fiber optics
and to get cathode temperatures at different axial positions in separate experiments, the cathode surface
temperature can only be determined at single points of the surface. To calculate a current distribution a
continuous flow of data is desirable. With respect to this postulate one possibility to measure a
temperature distribution is given by the conical shape of the cathode itself, as shown in Figure 2. Each
circle of the resulting picture corresponds to a different axial position on the cathode. With the
experimental setup shown in Figure 3 the radiation of the whole cathode will be measured by a
detector array outside the tank. The optics are placed on the thruster axis looking straight onto the
cathode tip.

As detector a CID-camera
with 377 to 485 pixel linear pyrometer LP2
resolution was used (outside th e tonk)

producing a video image of fiber optics
the observed cathode
region. To calculate the
temperature distribution, lens system
the intensity values of one /
horizontal line of pixels was detector array
transferred to a computer ,,_ (outside the tank)

for further investigation. \
Therefore each measure- ------------------- - ---------
ment delivered one axial
temperature distribution for lens system
the left side of the cathode (outsde the tank)

and one for the right side.
To get a good resolution of
the cathode a f=500 mm
Nikon lens system for a 35
mm camera was used. In the
mm camera was used. In the Figure 3: Experimental setup for cathode tempera-

optical path the same filteroptical path the same filter ture measurement at the ZT3 thruster
as used by the linear
pyrometer with a center wavelength of 798 nm was placed to ensure that camera and linear pyrometer
will measure the same radiation. Furthermore, some neutral filters were needed to decrease the
intensity of the emitted light. The idea was to measure a light intensity with the CID camera and scale
it by a simultaneous measurement with the pyrometer to an intensity value which allows the
determination of the temperature. The observed wavelength region is limited by the 798 nm filter, so
all transmissions in the optical path can be considered as constant over the wavelength.
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Figure 4: Correction function for the ratio of pyrometer and CID camera signal
vs. temperature

This means that by a scaling of the measured value of one Pel0 ,measured value of one Pixel
CID camera value by the pyrometer
measurement all effects on the
measured signal of the camera scaling to a photo current
should be eliminated. If the ratio by the ratio of linear pyrometer value
between camera intensity and photo and CID camera value at the cathode tip

current measured by the linear
pyrometer would remain constant
with changing temperature of the calculation ofa first

temperature value T,emitting body, a simple scaling of
all obtained data points using one
pyrometer measurement would bepyromer mt w d be calculation of a correction factor
sufficient. However, the ratio didn't for the ratio LP2/CID according
remain constant, as shown in Figure to Figure 4 and T;
4 . Z,
This data was obtained by
measuring a black radiation source calculation ofa corrected photo

current and a new temperature Tj+j
at the same temperature with the T  T i+ l

linear pyrometer and the CID
camera. So the measured data was
fitted by a polynomial function and Is there a difference

- between T i and Ti+?
used to correct the data measured at
the thruster. To measure only one no
data point at the cathode tip with the
pyrometer, an iterative calculation yes
of the temperature distribution was
needed. A flow diagram of the end of calculation
calculation of a temperature
distribution for one measurement is Figure 5: Flow diagram for the iterative temperature
shown in Figure 5. calculation calcuatio
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Experimental results

Experiments have been carried
out with argon as propellant at 2850 -
mass flow rates of 1 g/s, 2 g/s i' 2800 - 1 g/s
and 3g/s with varying current. o

C- A • 2g/s
Figure 6 shows the cathode tip . 2750 A

temperature measured by the 0 3 g/s
linear pyrometer for the E
measured data at different a 2650 a 0

thruster parameters. With a 2600 a

mass flow of 1 g/s only two 0 A A A

current levels have been 2550 - o
obtained before the test was 2500 --
terminated by an arc attachment a.
at the anode surface. 2450-

After changing the current level, 2400 I:_
the cathode temperature needs 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000
some time to reach a stable Current [A]
value due to the coupling of arc
attachment and cathode Figure 6: Temperature of the cathode tip vs. current for the
temperature. This effect can be carried out experiments
observed in Figure 6, which
shows different temperature values at the same current level.

The measured axial temperature distribution had a characteristic shape, only the axial position and the
absolute temperature values varied for different experiment parameters. This shape and characteristic
error bars at the stationary state are shown in Figure 7 for a mass flow of 2 g/s of argon at a current of
6000 A for both sides of the cathode. The measurements for the different sides showed a very good
agreement so in the following for the different parameters only one side will be shown.

3000 maximum temperature

plateau

2500

Itemperature at the cathode tip

3 2000

1500 I I

-80 -60 -40 -20 0

Distance to the cathode tip [mm]

Figure 7: Characteristic shape of cathode temperature distribution

Significant points are the maximum temperature and its axial position, the temperature value at the
cathode tip and the axial width and the gradient in temperature of the region between these two points,
in the following called plateau. Figures 8 and 9 show the axial temperature distributions for different
currents for the used mass flow values.
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Figure 8: Axial temperature distribution with changing current at a mass flow of 2 g/s of

argon
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Figure 9: Axial temperature distribution with changing current at mass flows of 1 g/s and

3 g/s of argon

The maximum temperature position shifts to the rear of the cathode with rising current, while the value
of this maximum increases only slightly. The highest measured temperature was 2907 K at an axial
distance of about 75 mm from the cathode tip for a current of 10000 A and a mass flow of 2 g/s.
Except for the lowest currents the temperature peaks at the cathode tips are a result of cracks at the
cathode surface producing some kind of black body effect by causing an increasing emission
coefficient. This real emission coefficient doesn't agree with the one used in the calculation, so the
calculated intensity values and therefore temperature values are inevitably too high. At a current of
2500 A the arc concentrates on the cathode tip and causes a strong temperature increase. The whole
distribution rises continuously from the rear of the cathode up to the cathode tip. In a less obvious
manner this effect can still be observed at 3000 A.
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In this investigation it 80 - 2950
occurs only for a mass
flow of 2 g/s, because E 70 - 2900

E 7
with other mass flows .- 2850
these low currents have - 60 -A-_ __ _ .. i2

not been investigated to - 50 " 2800 2

avoid a destruction of the 5 .. " ' -2750
cathode. At currents S 40 - -- * distance 1 g/s E
above 3000 A the cathode | . " -- - distance 2 g/s 2 7 0 0

30 E
temperature shows a 2 - - -- * distance 3 g/s 2650
nearly constant shape at S 20 -- temperature 1 g/s l

the plateau between tip - temperature 2 g/s 2600

and temperature maxi- 10 - temperature 3 g/s 2550

mum. To get a more 0 _ _ _ _ 2500
precise idea of the 2 4 6 8 10 12
temperature values, the
maximum temperaturesurrent [kA]
and their distances to the Figure 10: Maximum temperature value and position vs. current.
cathode tip for the
different mass flow rates versus the current are plotted in Figure 10.

Theoretical model for cathode temperature distribution

The cathode temperature distribution is determined by regarding Qb i Q
the energy balance for each cathode element. This energy balance is
supposed to be in thermal equilibrium. Basically an extended model 1
of Polk and Goodfellow [3] is used which itself is an extended
version of the cathode model of Ecker [4]. Figure 11 shows the Q = Q0o Q,"
considered heat fluxes explained also in the following:

Figure 11: Heat fluxes at
* Ions reaching the cathode surface from the plasma: one cathode element

qi=eSFi. Uc+-- +eFi. -Xk +UB
e e e

* Electrons reaching the cathode surface from the plasma:

1 = Fe-XkT T. We

* Convective heat from the plasma to the cathode: dq = a(Te-Tc)+a(Ts-T) = C(Te-Ts-2Tc)
Pe I(x) Axpc

* Ohmic heating inside the cathode: qOH = A- -
Ac (rc -n)(2Axrc)

with the current through the cathode given by I(x) = I- (j(x)2rci)dx
-150

* Neutrals recombined at the cathode: n = Fn.c X k T

* Thermally emitted electrons (Richardson): qb = ART; e ' kT  + XkT
e e

* Temperature radiance of the cathode: qs = a Tc4
* Heat transfer inside the cathode: (i = - grad(Tc)

The total heat flux is given by the sum of these single fluxes and has to be zero at stationary
conditions: Yq = qot = 0 .
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Computational model

The model for the numerical simulation of a self-field MPD accelerator was developed at the IRS
[5, 6]. Th:s model unites the extended Ohm's law for plasma to calculate the discharge, the electron
energy equation to calculate the electron temperature and the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain the
properties of the flow field to one another.

In this two-fluid non-equilibrium model the viscosity, electron and heavy particles conductivity are
included. The basic assumptions for this model are the rotational symmetry of a quasi-neutral plasma |
flow and electron and heavy particles energy are linked only by elastic transfer. An additional
assumption is the input of the ohmic heating only in the electron energy equation, due to the higher
mobility of the electrons. The transfer of this heat to the heavy particles is contained in the coupling
between the electron and the heavy particles temperature.

Discharge code:

The current distribution within a self-field MPD thruster is assumed to be two-dimensional, and no
azimuthal current is to be expected. In order to calculate the current distribution of such an arc
discharge, a two-dimensional computer code has been developed. The basic equation for the discharge

is the extended Ohm's law for plasmas: =C (E+ x )-- ( x B o)- Vp, I

Here o is the electric conductivity, coe the electron cyclotron frequency, Te the electron collision
time and 1 = COT/Bo = l/ene the Hall factor. Rewriting the Ohm's law by means of the Maxwells i

equations for steady state conditions, one obtains a vector equation for the magnetic induction field B

intheform 0=- Vx VxB) VXv- Vx x ) +- x )xi-VP Vp,

This equation yields with a stream function v = r Be an elliptical, partial differential equation of
2nd order for the current discharge. i

Electron energy equation:

For the electron component of the discharge plasma a two-dimensional code corresponding to the
two-dimensional discharge code was written. The electron temperature distribution is determined by
the thermal energy equation for the electron component of the plasma:

) k VT pV-- - n ( -)-W a Il
2 e V .

The subscript v represents the heavy particles. The first term on the left hand side represents the i
conductive heat flux in the electron gas, and the second term gives the convective heat flux of the
electron gas due to the electron drift. The energy input due to ohmic heating is represented by the first
term on the right hand side. The sum of losses due to the energy transfer from the electron gas to the
heavy particles gas is calculated by the second term on the right hand side. The reaction losses are
given by the last term, where W i is given by Unsold [7].

Flow field code:

For the description of the two-dimensional, axisymmetric flow, the following nonlinear hyperbolic
system of differential equations is applied in cylindrical coordinates:

9- > R -S+ F,(5)+- G(q)=,"-- + 7 a + -i
d t ) 7- dr I
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The terms on the left hand side are taken in the usual fluid dynamic manner, where q is the

independent variables vector and F and G are the spatial derivatives vectors [S]. The first two terms
on the right hand side are the dissipative derivatives. The third term on the rig!t hand side is the source

vector, which is given as: H =B
jI Be

L nvav(Th -T)

The source terms in the impulse equations represent the j x B forces. The transfer of Joule's heat is
contained in the temperature coupling between the electron and the heavy particles temperature, which
is represented by the source term in the equation of energy conservation.

SBoundary Conditions

The proper boundary conditions for the discharge equation follow from the geometry of the plasma
source walls and electrodes. At the insulator inside the thruster and at the inflow boundary y is set to

-2I. For the hot glowing cathode the current density is given according to the Ecker model [4] by

j(x) = e(Ni, (x) - Ne, (x))+ AT(x) 2e(x

Here Ni,c is the number density of ions and Ne,c the number density of electrons which come from
the quasi-neutral plasma plume and achieve contact with the cathode surface. The last term in this
equation determines the electron emission from the cathode surface, whereas AR is the Richardson
factor. The stream function W for the cathode boundary is then determined by calculating this local

x-

current density for a given total current. I = 2nrr fj(x)Ix
x=O

For the water cooled anode the boundary distribution is only determined by the electrons from the
plasma plume which achieve contact with the anode surface. At all other boundaries, the insulator
outside the thruster, the outflow boundary and the symmetry axis, V,=0 is set.

The electron temperature boundary condition is given by VT, -. = 0, where n is the normal vector
aro

of the surfaces. Due to the axial symmetry, g =0 on the axis.

For the flow field equations, ail values at the inflow boundary are determined to satisfy a given
temperature distribution and a mass flow rate of 2 g/s. The outflow boundary is considered as a free
stream boundary, and either the independent flow variables are completely extrapolated for the case of
supersonic conditions or the inner energy es is calculated with the other extrapolated independent
variables and a given pressure for the case of subsonic conditions.

For the symmetry axis, a no flux condition is taken. This is done by an extrapolation of the density
and energy, Vp - = 0 and Ves 1 i = 0, a reflection of the tangential velocity and setting the normal
velocity to zero, v i- = 0. The identical boundary condition is taken for the mass and momentum
conservation equation at all solid body walls. The boundary condition at the walls for the heavy
particles energy equation is determined from a calculated wall temperature. This temperature is
calculated by the Ecker model [4] for the cathode and a modified Ecker model for all other walls. This
model iterates all heat flux losses to and gains from the wall surface and inside the solid bodies [9].
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Numerical results and comparison with the experiment

All numerical calculations have been done for a mass flow rate of 2 g/s of argon. For the comparison
with the experimental data currents of 4 kA, 6 kA and 10 kA have been calculated and are shown in the
Figures 12 to 14. In the computation the
temperature at the cathode rod was set to zn 00
a fixed value of 1500 K. This value was 2 gs Ar

determined by the comparison of the I=4kA 28

numerical data for a current of 10 kA
with the experimental temperature
distribution. The agreement with the :
experiment is very good over a wide : -- .. c o

axial range. A remarkable qualitative /ex. .. en...a a 

disagreement can be seen at the cathode
tip. For currents higher than 3000 A the/ - I
experimental temperature distribution
shows a local minimum value at this - I1so

point. Regarding the computed values, ' 0° '0o 6 4 20 0
Distance to the clhode tip [mm)

for currents above 6000 A a maximum
value at the cathode tip can be noticed. Figure 12: Numerically calculated and experimentally

determined cathode temperature at a current of 4 kA
Therefore in the computation for high -

currents the convective heat transfer to ZT3
the cathode due to the electrons was 2 g/s Aro m

deactivated. The idea was that the real 6kA ...
effect of this convective heat on the / 2600

cathode temperature could be weaker / ,-' I o

than presumed in the formal equations, if - numerical cJcuton 2400
the electronic component tends to show / ihou electos :
an adiabate behaviour close to solid /.. cnm da

surfaces. This time the results showed a
local minimum at the cathode tip or at 20

least a no more increasing temperature
value. The effect of this factor decreases : 0o 80 io -o a
for lower currents due to falling electron Distancetothecathodetip (mm)

temperature. Althouh a better Figure 13: Numerically calculated and experimentally
agreement between experimental and 2agreement between experimental a determined cathode temperature at a current of 6 kA
numerical data was reached, there is still
a remarkable difference in the numeri- 3000

cally and experimentally determined ZT3 .... _ 
distribution at the region between 2g/sAr .. -' 2

10 kA ... maximum temperature and cathode tip, ...
which is increasing with rising current.

At 4000 A there is no more remarkable -- numecal czlcu.cnon 24o o

difference between the calculation with -wt out convective cccuton
hea flux

and without convective electron heat flux 7 2200.... xpenmiental data --
to the cathode. Between cathode tip and
maximum temperature the numerical and 2 

0 0
0

experimental temperature distributions
agree very well. '0 -0- , 04

W

S
0 0  

80 40 20 0
The computations for currents of 4000 Distance to the cathode tip [nm]

A and 6000 A show at large distances to
the cathode tip higher temperatures than Figure 14: Numerically calculated and experimentally
the experimental results. This can be determined cathode temperature at a current of 10 kA
explained by the fact that the numerical
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iteration was terminated before real stationary conditions could be reached. For longer run periods of
the program the current concentrates on a region closer to the cahode tip Lntil a stable solution is
reached. The computation for 10 kA had a runtime of about 10 days which represents the longest
computation time of the shown results. In the above mentioned region these results show the best
agreement.

Another factor limiting the accuracy of the numerical results could be given by a slight temperature
dependence of the used constants as conductivity of the thoriated tungsten and also of the Richardson
factor as mentioned in [10]. Furthermore the cathode shows distinct erosion indications so the portion
of thorium oxide in the tungsten could be less than 2 % due to this erosion. This would cause a change
in the material dependent values for the Richardson factor and the work function. The possible effect
of the mentioned factors will be investigated in further computations.

Summary and Conclusions

A numerical code for the calculation of a temperature distribution of the ZT3 cathode surface was
developed and implemented in the computational model of the flow field simulation program for this
thruster. Additionally, an experimental setup has been designed that allowed us to verify the
calculations. The experimental and the numerical results showed a good agreement in both qualitative
and quantitative aspects.

For further investigations, the implementation of a possibly temperature dependent Richardson factor
seems to be necessary. Furthermore, the influence of the convective heat flux to the cathode surface
due to the electrons should be determined in more detail. Basically the model will be implemented also
in numerical codes for other thrusters, especially in those for the nozzle type MPD thrusters of the DT
series.
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